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 The Scottish born philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre says that every ethic (or moral behavior) 

has a community around it.  The community is defined by three distinctive things.  A community 

has a creed, it has a narrative (a story), and it has a practice.  Think of this community, for example. 

When we do, we quickly see how there is no better community that fits this definition than this 

church-family.  Do we have a creed?  Obviously.  Do we have a narrative? For Christ Lutheran in 

Platte Woods, it’s 62 years’ worth. Buildings being built… like the one you are in today about 40 

years ago… various pastors and servants of the church. And the people who fill the pews over the 

years are an important part of the narrative as well.  Do we have a practice?  Of course – the Orders 

of Service on Sunday morning.  And don’t forget… all the “that’s the way we’ve always done it” 

reasons for our practice. 

 Our Lord shows us the importance of community in 1 Corinthians 10:1-4, the text right 

before Paul warns the Corinthians concerning the many and various sins in the community.  Of 

course, this church in Corinth was struggling with a proper identity in Christ.  This was a struggling 

community.  So, Paul uses a “community’ word five different times in these four verses.  That 

“community” word in the original Greek language is “pantes.” This word simply means “All”.  

“For I want you to know, brothers, that our fathers were ALL under the cloud, and ALL passed 

through the sea, and ALL were baptized into Moses in the cloud and in the sea, and ALL ate the 

same spiritual food, and ALL drank from the spiritual drink.  For they drank from the spiritual 

Rock that followed them, and the Rock was Christ.” 

 The rock of the community for the Children of Israel was the one that kept the community 

together…the community that had a creed, a story, and a practice…the one that quenched their 

thirst in the desert, the one that kept them alive, Paul says, is Jesus Christ.  The Lord that was Lord 

of their community back in the day, was still the same Lord that is the rock, the foundation for the 

community, in the day and age Paul lived as well.  The same Lord and the same rock! 

 Nothing has changed.  Jesus is still the rock – the stable foundation of the church.  Jesus is 

the reason why we are here, the reason we have hope, the reason why we baptize our children, 

receive His body and blood for our forgiveness of sins, the reason our youth groups gather and our 

quilters quilt, this is where we are standing and how we proceed in a fallen world together.  We 

remain a community that confirms our little ones, administers the Holy Sacraments to a spiritually 

depraved people, and the place where we stand with our families.  Jesus is the “spiritual rock”… 

The same for Israel in the desert and the same in the desert of the lives of God’s children today. 

 So, with Christ as our head – our foundation as a community together – like it or not – we 

are all in this together – even in the good times and the bad times.  It’s easy to be a part of a 

community when times are good.  When times are good, we are usually all “getting along.”  When 

times are good more of the community participates, we all “pitch in” more, there is usually more 

time to “pitch in”.  When it’s a good time for the community we are all smiles, people like each 

other, we are having fun.  In a “going good” community it seems as though we get more done, 

more projects are getting accomplished, more progress in the right direction is taking place. We 

all like a good time community. 

 But what we don’t like is a bad time community.  When tempers flare, when people are 

testy, when there is not enough money, when there is a controversy brewing, when communication 



breaks down, when feelings get hurt, when times are tough, and whatever else you can think of – 

this would give us an indication that we are a part of a “bad time community.”  We don’t like this 

kind of togetherness.  That’s why this kind of community is one we don’t like to be a part of.  It’s 

hard to have community – it’s hard to “be” community – during the bad times.  Yet, there will be 

good and bad times.  That’s just the way it is.  That’s how it is in the community. 

 Community is hard and we often dismiss its benefits.  We love the kind of individualism 

that puts us first. We love to do our own thing because then we are not accountable to anyone.  We 

don’t want to be held accountable for our misdeeds – we keep to ourselves.  We don’t want to be 

held accountable to serve our neighbor or to participate in the community events because that’s 

hard.  We don’t like community because being a part of something bigger than ourselves sets out 

to destroy selfishness… and let’s face it… sinners, like us, are selfish people.  It’s much easier to 

be selfish.  

 “Our fathers… ALL under the cloud… ALL passed through the sea… ALL were baptized 

into Moses… in the cloud and in the sea…. ALL ate the same spiritual food… ALL drank from the 

same spiritual rock – and that Rock Was Jesus.” 

 Brothers and sisters in Christ, I take comfort in knowing we are in this together.  In this 

community of hope and support – of strength in Christ’s unending grace and being reminded of 

that all the time – of confidence that we are not alone in this journey of our faith and vocation as 

Christians together – of the fact that we have never been alone because Paul reminds us that the 

fathers in slavery and in the desert and in the Holy Land had the same Lord of all as a firm 

foundation. This foundation holds up the community here at Christ Lutheran.  And when we look 

into the words of our epistle text which is the law that convict all of us, we need a firm foundation… 

a rock… to hold us up when deaths door is close at hand. 

 It wasn’t a mistake that God told the people they would have life-giving water… from a 

rock.  I also don’t think it was a mistake that the shepherd-boy David would slay the giant with “a 

rock.”  I don’t think it was an accident that Jesus would not turn “the rock” into perishable, self-

satisfying bread when tempted by the devil.  I don’t think it was pure coincidence that Simon had 

his name changed and that the confession he made to Jesus would be on that which Jesus would 

build the church.  “The stone the builders rejected becomes the capstone…” and on and on.  It’s 

no mistake that the community in Exodus, the community of the church in the day of Paul, and our 

community which is the Church built on THE ROCK foundation who is Christ the Lord. 

 Our communities have a creed, a narrative, and a practice. We confess Jesus and Him 

crucified.  That’s our creed… what we believe and what holds true as our firm foundation – the 

rock!  We have a story… all of our stories that make up this grand story.  And your story, your 

struggles and your joys, are our stories because we belong together in the community of faith.  And 

we have a practice.  A practice of confessing our sins and receiving the Holy Absolution of eternal 

life. 

 What joy it is be included in that community word: “ALL.”  Because that means the grace 

of Christ is for all people – you and me alike.  And boy do we need it.  And boy is that good news 

for us.  When we falter, Jesus our rock never does.  Thanks be to God.  

 

 The peace of God which passes all understanding shall keep your hearts and minds in Christ 

Jesus.  Amen. 

 


